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GoDirect Component Services Solutions by Honeywell is a best-in-class aftermarket Flight Hour Program designed to enable high aircraft reliability for commercial airlines. It is highly customizable and flexible to accommodate the airlines’ various needs and is a package of services offered at one combined rate with a single monthly invoice. Component services solutions are offered as a choice between two options:

Advance Mx - Assets owned by Airline
Advance Pool - Assets owned by Honeywell

- Asset Recommendations
- Repair Services
- Beyond Economic Repair Coverage
- Integrated Systems
- Service Delivery Manager
- Reliability Service Bulletins
- Reliability Program
- Logistics

All spares are maintained at current FAA and EASA regulation for upgrades and modifications. All repairs are Honeywell certified.

Key Benefits
- Guaranteed parts availability
- No repair quotations
- Reduce capital outlay for spares*
- Predictable operating expenses
- Reduce warranty administration cost
- Reduce maintenance accounting cost
- Reduce infrastructure cost
- Reduce risk of asset value erosion
- Critical equipment maintained at airline base station*
- Preventative and predictive recommendations
- Increased component time-on-wing

* only for Advance Pool program

Honeywell owns repair and inventory management responsibility and enables high aircraft dispatchability.

CASE STUDY
Typical GoDirect Component Advanced Pool customer with a fleet of 25 B777 aircraft:
- Supported two line stations and achieved >95% component availability
- Service covers 90+ Avionics, Mechanical and Electrical components
- Exchanged and repaired more than 330 units/year at no extra cost
- Saved $30M in capital investment
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